A Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm is proposed using consensus and distributed learning. The aim of Unsupervised Segmentation Fusion (USF) is to achieve a consensus among different segmentation outputs obtained from different segmentation algorithms by computing an approximate solution to the NP problem with less computational complexity. Semi-supervision is incorporated in USF using a new algorithm called Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion (SSSF). In SSSF, side information about the co-occurrence of pixels in the same or different segments is formulated as the constraints of a convex optimization problem. The results of the experiments employed on artificial and real-world benchmark multi-spectral and aerial images show that the proposed algorithms perform better than the individual state-of-the art segmentation algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is one of the most important, yet unsolved problems in computer vision and image processing. Various segmentation algorithms studied in the literature have been applied to segment the objects in images [9] , [12] . However, there are two main challenges of their employment.
The first challenge is to extract a robust structure, e.g. shape, of the segments by analyzing the outputs of segmentation algorithms when a target segmentation is not available with a training dataset. This challenge has been studied as a segmentation mining problem and analyzed as a consensus segmentation problem [10] , [16] using an Unsupervised Segmentation Fusion approach by Ozay et al. [14] . The second challenge is the selection of an appropriate algorithm with its parameters that provides an optimal segmentation which is closer to a target segmentation if a target segmentation is available with a training dataset. For this purpose, some of the segments in the segmentation set are expected to represent acquired target objects in the Unsupervised Segmentation Fusion algorithms [10] , [14] , [16] . In order to relax this assumption, first the error and distance functions of the algorithm should be refined to include these requirements. Therefore, prior information on the statistical properties of the datasets need to be incorporated using supervision. Then, side information about a target segmentation output should be used in the unsupervised segmentation fusion algorithm, which leads to a semi-supervised algorithm. In this work, this challenge has been analyzed by Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion which incorporates prior and side information obtained from training datasets and expert knowledge to the USF algorithm [14] .
Consensus segmentation problem is re-formalized as a semi-supervised segmentation fusion problem and studied using decision fusion approaches [8] with semi-supervised learning [6] . For this purpose, an algorithm called Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion (SSSF) is introduced for fusing the segmentation outputs (decisions) of base-layer segmentation algorithms by incorporating the prior information about the data statistics and side-information about the content into the USF algorithm [14] . In the SSSF, this is accomplished by extracting the available side information about the targets, such as defining the memberships of pixels for the segments which represent a specific target in images. For this purpose, the side information about the pixel-wise relationships is reformulated and incorporated with a set of constraints in the segmentation fusion problem. In addition, a new distance function is defined for the Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion by assigning weights to each segmentation.
In order to compute the optimal weights, the median partition (segmentation) problem is converted into a convex optimization problem. The side information which represents the pixel-wise segmentation membership relations defined by must-link and cannot-link constraints are incorporated in an optimization problem and in the structure of distance functions. Moreover, sparsity of the weights are used in the optimization problem for segmentation (decision) selection. Various weighted cluster aggregation methods have been used in the literature [13] , [20] . Unlike these methods, the proposed approach and the algorithms enable learning both the structure of the distance function, the pixel-wise relationships and the contributions of the decisions of the segmentation algorithms from the data by solving a single optimization problem using semi-supervision.
In the next section, a brief overview of USF algorithm is given. Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm is introduced in Section III. Experimental analyses of the algorithms are given in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. UNSUPERVISED SEGMENTATION FUSION
In the unsupervised segmentation fusion problem [14] , an image I is fed to J different base-layer segmentation algorithms SA j , j = 1, 2, . . . , J. Each segmentation algorithm is employed on I to obtain a set of segmentation outputs S j = {s i } n j i=1 where s i ∈ A N is a segmentation (partition) output, A is the set of segment labels (names) with N pixels, A = C different segment labels, and a distance function d(⋅ , ⋅ ). Note that A N is the class of all segmentations of finite sets with C different segment labels in the image I.
An initial segmentation s is selected from the segmentation set S =
segmentations using algorithms which employ search heuristics, such as Best of K (BOK) [11] . Then, a consensus segmentationŝ is computed by solving the following optimization problem:
Given two segmentations s i and s j , the distance function is defined as the Symmetric Distance Function (SDD) given by d(s i , s j ) = N 01 + N 10 , where N 01 is the number of pairs co-segmented in s i but not in s j , and N 10 is the number of pairs co-segmented in s j but not in s i [11] .
This optimization problem was solved by Ozay et al. [14] using an Unsupervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm. At each iteration t of the optimization algorithm, a new segmentation is computed. Specifically, using the assumption that single element updates do not change the objective function . Then, the current best one element move is updated at t using
where s i ′ is the randomly selected segmentation. If an N × C matrix [H] is defined such that the n th row and the c th column of the matrix, [H] nc , is the updated value of H obtained by switching n th element of s to the c th segment label, then the move can be approximated by
if s i ′ is selected for updating s t at time t, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , N, ∀c = 1, 2, . . . , C. If there is no improvement on the best move or a termination time T is achieved, the current segmentation is returned by the USF algorithm [14] .
III. INCORPORATING PRIOR AND SIDE INFORMATION TO SEGMENTATION FUSION
In this section, we introduce a new Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm which solves weighted decision and distance learning problems that are mentioned in Section I by incorporating sideinformation about the pixel memberships into the unsupervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm. Then, the goal of the proposed Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm can be summarized as obtaining a segmentation which is close to both base-layer segmentations and a target segmentation using weighted distance learning and semi-supervision.
In the weighted distance learning problem, some of the weights may be required to be zero, in other words, sparsity may be required in the space of weight vectors to select the decision of some of the segmentation algorithms. For instance, if fusion is employed on multi-spectral images with large number of bands, and if some of the most informative bands are needed to be selected, then sparsity defined by the weight vectors becomes a very important property. In addition, side information about the pixel-wise relationships of the segmentations can be defined in distance functions. Thereby, both the structure of the distance function, the pixel-wise relationships and the contributions of the decisions of the segmentation algorithms can be learned from the data.
A. Formalizing Semi-supervision for Segmentation Fusion
We define Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion problem as a convex constrained stochastic sparse optimization problem. In the construction of the problem, first pixel-wise segment memberships are encoded in the definition of a semi-supervised weighted distance learning problem by decomposing Symmetric Distance Function (SDD) as [13] 
and
where (m, l) ∈ Θ c (s i ) means that the pixels m and l belong to the same segment Θ c in s i and (m, l) ∉ Θ c (s i ) means that m and l belong to different segments in s i . Then, a connectivity matrix M is defined with the following elements;
Note that [13] ,
Then, the distance between the connectivity matrices of two segmentations s and s i is defined as [20] 
where d κ is the Bregman divergence defined as
and κ ∶ R → R is a strictly convex function. Since d κ is defined in (4) as Euclidean distance, (5) is computed during the construction of best one element moves.
In order to compute the weights of base-layer segmentations during the computation of distance functions, the following quadratic optimization problem is defined;
where λ q > 0 is the regularization parameter andw = (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w K ) is the weight vector. Since we use
w i = 1 and w i ≥ 0 in the constraints of the optimization problem (6), we enable the selection and removal of a base-layer segmentation s i by assigning
Defining the distance function (2) in terms of the segment memberships of the pixels (3) in (4), must-link and cannot-link constraints can be incorporated to the constraints of (6) as follows;
where M is the set of must-link constraints and C is the set of cannot-link constraints. Then, the following optimization problem is defined for Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion
Wang, Wang and Li [20] analyze generalized cluster aggregation problem using (8) for fixed weightsw and define the solution set as follows;
Then, they solve (6) for fixed M(s). Note that, ℓ 2 norm regularization does not assure sparsity efficiently [18] because ∥w ∥ 2 2 is a quadratic function of the weight variables w i which treats each w i equally. In order to control the sparsity of the weights by treating each w i different from the other weight variables
where λ ∈ R is the parameter which defines the sparsity ofw. Similarly, (9) is computed in two parts;
2) For fixedw, solve
An algorithmic description of Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion which solves (10) and (11) is given in the next subsection.
B. Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion Algorithm
In the proposed Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm, (10) and (11) are solved to compute weighted distance functions which are used in the construction of best one element moves.
In Algorithm 1, first the weight vectorw is computed by solving (10) for each selected segmentation s i ′ in the 4 th step of the algorithm. In order to solve (10) using an optimization method called Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [3] . ADMM has been employed to solve (10) until a termination criterion τ ≤ T τ or convergence is achieved [3] . Once the weight vectorw is computed in the 4 th step, (11) is solved in the 5 th , 6 th and 7 th steps of the algorithm:wd(s i ′ , s) + λ ∥w ∥ 1 is computed using M(s i ′ ) andw in the 5 th step, [H t ] is computed in the 6 th step and ∆s is computed in the 7 th step to update s. Note that the sparse weighted distance function, which is approximated by
in Algorithm 1, is different from the distance function in USF. In addition, each segmentation is selected sequentially in a pseudo-randomized permutation order in Algorithm 1. If an initially selected segmentation performs better than the other segmentations, then the algorithm may be terminated in the first running over the permutation set. Otherwise, the algorithm runs until the termination time T is achieved or all of the segmentations are selected. 10 O ← s ; Algorithm 1: Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the proposed Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion (SSSF) algorithm is analyzed on real world benchmark multi-spectral and aerial images [2] , [15] , [21] . In the implementations, three well-known segmentation algorithms, k-means, Mean Shift citems and Graph Cuts [1] , [4] , [5] are used as the base-layer segmentation algorithms. Three indices are used to measure the performances between the output images O and the ground truth of the images: i) Rand Index (RI), ii) Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), and iii) Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) [19] which adjusts the effect of mutual information between segmentations due to chance, similar to the way the ARI corrects the RI.
In the experiments, a Graph Cut implementation of Veksler [5] for image segmentation is used with a Matlab wrapper of Bagon [1] and the source code provided by Shi [17] . The algorithm parameters are selected by first computing ARI values between a given target segmentation and each segmentation computed for each parameter σ r ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 10}, σ s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 100}, r ncut ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 100} and τ ncut ∈ {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 1} [17] . Then, a parameter 4-tuple (σ r , σ s , r ncut , τ ncut ) which maximizes ARI is selected 1 .
Similarly, a parameter 3-tuple (h s , h r , mA) which maximizes ARI is selected for Mean Shift algorithm from the parameter sets h s ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10, 50, 100}, h r ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10, 50, 100} and mA ∈ {100, 200 . . . , 10000} [7] . For k-means, k = C is used, if not stated otherwise. Assuming that C is not known in the image, a parameter search algorithm proposed in [14] is employed using the training data in order to find the optimal C for c = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Similarly, the parameter estimation algorithm suggested in [14] is employed for a set ofβ values Ξ = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.99}.
The termination parameter of SSSF and ADMM is taken as T = 1000 and T τ = 1000, respectively. The penalty parameter of ADMM is chosen as θ = 1 as suggested in [3] . The regularization parameter is computed as λ = 0.5λ max [3] , where
is the set of segments in an training image andȳ = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N ] is the labels of segments in S. Then, λ is computed in training phase and employed in both training and test phases. In the training phase, λ andw are computed, and the constraints M and C are constructed using the ground truth data, i.e. pixel labels of training images as described in Section III-A. In the testing phase, (3) is employed for the construction of connectivity matrices and [wd(s i k, s) + λ ∥w ∥ 1 ] is computed ∀i = 1, 2, . . . , K. The performance of the proposed SSSF is compared with the performances of k-means, Mean Shift, Graph Cuts, Unsupervised Segmentation Fusion (USF) [14] , Distance Learning (DL) [14] and Quasi-distance Learning (QD) [14] algorithms.
A. Analyses on Multi-spectral Images
In the first set of experiments, the proposed algorithms are employed on 7 band Thematic Mapper Image (TMI) which is provided by MultiSpec [2] . The image with size 169 × 169 is split into training and test images: i) a subset of the pixels with coordinates x = (1 ∶ 169) and y = (1 ∶ 90) is taken as the training image and ii) a subset of the pixels with coordinates x = (1 ∶ 169) and y = (91 ∶ 142) is taken as the test image. Dataset is split in order to obtain segments with at least 100 pixels both in training and test images. In the images, there are C = 6 number of different segment labels. The distribution of pixels given the segment labels is shown in Fig. 1 . First k-means is implemented on different bands I j of the multi-spectral image I = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I J ) for J = 7, in order to perform multi-modal data fusion of different spectral bands using segmentation fusion. The results of the experiments on Thematic Mapper Image is given in Table I . In the Average Base column, the performance values of k-means algorithm averaged over 7 bands are given. It is observed that the performance values of USF are similar to the arithmetic average of the performance values of k-means algorithms. When semi-supervision is used, a remarkable increase is observed in the performances in SSSF. However, full performance (1 values for the indices) is not achieved in training. Since the output image O may not converge to the GT of the image, the convergence assumption mentioned in the previous section may not be valid for this image. In the second set of the experiments, k-means, Graph Cut and Mean Shift algorithms are employed on 7-band training and test images. Now, the image segmentation problem is considered as a pixel clustering problem in 7 dimensional spaces. The results are given in Table II . The performance values of USF are closer to the performance values of the Mean Shift algorithm, since the output image of USF is closer to the output segmentation of the Mean Shift algorithm. Moreover, SSSF provides better performance than the other algorithms, since SSSF incorporate prior information by assigning higher weights to the partitions with higher performances. In the third set of experiments, k-means algorithm is employed on each band of 12-band Moderate Dimension Image [2] . The size of the image is 949 × 220, and there are 11 segments in the GT of the image [2] . The classes are background, Alfalfa, Br Soil, Corn, Oats, Red Cl, Rye, Soybeans, Water, Wheat, Wheat2. 104392 pixels are randomly selected for training and the remaining 104388 pixels are randomly selected for testing. In order to conserve the spatial distribution of the selected pixels, the pixels which reside in a segment with the same label in a spatial neighborhood are selected as test and training data. The distributions of pixels in training and test datasets are shown in Fig. 2 . The results on the test data are given in Table III . It is observed that the performance values for USF are smaller than the average performance values of base-layer segmentation outputs. When prior information is employed using SSSF, it is observed that the smaller weights are assigned to the segmentations with relatively small performance values. In addition, the output images of SSSF are closer to the target segmentations obtained from the GT images. In summary, remarkable performance increases are observed in SSSF algorithm. 
B. Analyses on Aerial Images
In this section, the segmentation of roads in the aerial images is considered, which are analyzed in [21] . Detailed information about the images in the dataset is given in [15] , [21] . 7 training and 7 test images with road and background labels are randomly selected from the dataset. The id numbers of the training and test images in the dataset are tr = {7, 26, 40, 41, 42, 43, 77}, and te = {78, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95}, respectively. In order to observe the affect of the statistical similarity between training and test datasets, the performances are not averaged for different implementations of algorithms on random permutations of training and test images, and both of training and test performances are given in the results.
The results are shown in Table IV . It is observed that the performance indices of USF are the same as the indices of Mean Shift. This is basically because of the fact that Mean Shift has a higher number of different segment labels than the other algorithms. Therefore, the outputs of Mean Shift suppress the outputs of other algorithms in the computation of distance functions. Moreover, higher performances than the baselayer segmentation algorithms are obtained, when semi-supervision (SSSF) is employed in segmentation fusion. 
V. CONCLUSION
An algorithm called Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion (SSSF) is introduced for fusing the segmentation outputs (decisions) of base-layer segmentation algorithms by incorporating the prior information about the data statistics and side-information about the content into the Unsupervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm. The proposed SSSF algorithm reformulates the segmentation fusion problem as a constrained optimization problem, where the constraints are defined in such a way to semi-supervise the segmentation process.
Experimental results show that the difference between RI and ARI values increases, as the number of segmentation outputs K increases for a fixed number of segments C. We observe that one of the reasons for the observation of this fluctuation is the early termination of the USF and the proposed SSSF before a consensus segmentation is obtained. In addition, the performances of the base-layer segmentation algorithms and the proposed segmentation fusion algorithms are sensitive to the statistical similarity of the images used in training and test datasets. The sensitivity of the base-layer segmentation algorithms affect the performances of the USF algorithm. Moreover, the employment of semi-supervision on the USF using Semi-supervised Segmentation Fusion algorithm further increase the performances.
Note that the performances of the proposed algorithms can be improved by the theoretical analyses on their open problems such as the investigation and modeling the dependency of the performances on the algorithm parameters, the statistical properties of the segmentations and images in training and test datasets, which are postponed to the future work.
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